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The Design of Things to Come: How Ordinary People Create Extraordinary ProductsWharton School Publishing, 2005
Everyone is talking and writing about innovation. It is the fuel of business strategy. Design and innovation are words that are often used together or interchangeably. Design for us is both a broad concept of change through human problem solving and a word used to describe specific fields such as engineering design, interface design, or industrial...
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Nightly Business Report Presents Lasting Leadership: What You Can Learn from the Top 25 Business People of our TimesWharton School Publishing, 2006
Now in paperback. . . . What outstanding leaders do, and how they do it. Building corporate culture that can withstand anything. Reinventing your business: when it's time, how to do it. Key attributes of lasting leadership. The greatest business leaders of our generation. How they achieved the impossible. What you can learn from them. How...
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The Power of Impossible Thinking: Transform the Business of Your Life and the Life of Your BusinessWharton School Publishing, 2006

	50,000 copies sold, now in paperback... If you can think impossible thoughts, then you can do impossible things!! 

	
		The power of change: create new thinking for new solutions!
	
		Includes a new introduction demonstrating the "power of impossible thinking," plus access to exclusive book...
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Capitalism at the Crossroads: Next Generation Business Strategies for a Post-Crisis World (3rd Edition)Wharton School Publishing, 2010

	“The central message of Stuart Hart’s book is that global business needs to be caring and be committed to preserving the globe’s ecological integrity. The ongoing economic slowdown brought about by rampant capitalism, the lessons from which this new edition of the book factors in, has only served to...
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Predictable Magic: Unleash the Power of Design Strategy to Transform Your BusinessWharton School Publishing, 2010

	“By putting the empowerment of people at the center of strategy creation, Predictable Magic is as much a book about values and leadership as it is about design. It can help executives find meaning and value in their work as they create meaning and value for their consumers.”

...
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The New World of Wireless: How to Compete in the 4G RevolutionWharton School Publishing, 2009

	“The New World of Wireless is an impressive, thoughtful journey that helps business leaders see over the horizon to our unwired future, where we belong.”


	–John Chen, Chairman, CEO, and President, Sybase, Inc.


	 
...
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Financing the Future: Market-Based Innovations for GrowthWharton School Publishing, 2010

	Financial innovation can drive social, economic, and environmental change, transforming ideas into new technologies, industries, and jobs. But when it is misunderstood or mismanaged, the consequences can be severe. In this practical, accessible book, two leading experts explain how sophisticated capital structures can...
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Marketing Metrics: The Definitive Guide to Measuring Marketing Performance (2nd Edition)Wharton School Publishing, 2010

	The Definitive Guide to the New State-of-the-Art in Marketing Metrics


	 


	Marketing Metrics, Second Edition, is the definitive guide to today’s most valuable marketing metrics. In this thoroughly updated and significantly...
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Learning from Catastrophes: Strategies for Reaction and ResponseWharton School Publishing, 2009

	Breakthrough Best Practices for Managing Extreme Risks–Both Natural and Man-Made

	
		
			How to prepare for risks ranging from financial crises and climate change to pandemics and terrorism

	
	
		
			Indispensable...
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Better Green Business: Handbook for Environmentally Responsible and Profitable Business PracticesWharton School Publishing, 2009

	Better Green Business brings together practical insights and start-to-finish strategies for moving any enterprise to a higher level of environmental stewardship. Drawing on his extensive experience from working across industries and functional boundaries, Dr. Eric G. Olson shows how to systematically...
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Crossing the Energy Divide: Moving from Fossil Fuel Dependence to a Clean-Energy FutureWharton School Publishing, 2009

	Praise for Crossing the Energy Divide


	 


	“This book makes coherent and rigorous arguments that increasing energy efficiency is the primary driver of economic growth today and is key to managing climate change.”

...
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The Well Timed Strategy: Managing the Business Cycle for Competitive AdvantageWharton School Publishing, 2006

	Most companies ignore one of their best opportunities for honing competitive advantage: the opportunity to proactively manage business cycles and macroeconomic turbulence. Despite the profound impact that the business cycle has on the fortunes and fate of so many businesses large and small--and the employees and investors...
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